Abstract. In this paper, a prototype-based supervised clustering algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm, called the Supervised Growing Neural Gas algorithm (SGNG), incorporates several techniques from some unsupervised GNG algorithms such as the adaptive learning rates and the cluster repulsion mechanisms of the Robust Growing Neural Gas algorithm, and the Type Two Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ2) technique. Furthermore, a new prototype insertion mechanism and a clustering validity index are proposed. These techniques are designed to utilize class labels of the training data to guide the clustering. The SGNG algorithm is capable of clustering adjacent regions of data objects labeled with different classes, formulating topological relationships among prototypes and automatically determining the optimal number of clusters using the proposed validity index. To evaluate the effectiveness of the SGNG algorithm, two experiments are conducted. The first experiment uses two synthetic data sets to graphically illustrate the potential with respect to growing ability, ability to cluster adjacent regions of different classes, and ability to determine the optimal number of prototypes. The second experiment evaluates the effectiveness using the UCI benchmark data sets. The results from the second experiment show that the SGNG algorithm performs better than other supervised clustering algorithms for both cluster impurities and total running times.
Introduction
Clustering analysis is an unsupervised process of partitioning a data set into subsets of similar data objects. Most traditional unsupervised clustering algorithms, such as k-means and fuzzy c-means, partition the data set based on similarity measurement of data. However, one might want to group similar objects with the same class labels when these labels are known; for example, a gene specialist might want to group genes with the same tumor types. Such clustering can be done by a supervised clustering algorithm. Supervised clustering uses extra information, usually represented by labels of objects, to guide the partitioning of data objects into optimal clusters. Recently, supervised clustering algorithms have been used in many applications for data mining [7] and bioinformatics [13] .
in the objective function of the original fuzzy c-means algorithm. The drawbacks of the algorithm are that it can handle only a two-class problem, and that the number of clusters must be predefined.
None of these algorithms are guaranteed to find optimal clusters. Some algorithms require a predefined number of optimal clusters, which may not be attainable. Therefore, we propose a novel supervised clustering algorithm, called the Supervised Growing Neural Gas (SGNG) algorithm, which can find optimal clusters without prior information about the number of optimal clusters. The proposed algorithm is a hybrid algorithm, in the sense that it utilizes several techniques from supervised and unsupervised learning methods. The algorithm incorporates the unsupervised learning methods from some Growing Neural Gas algorithms (GNG) such as the adaptive learning rates and clustering repulsion techniques of the Robust Growing Neural Gas algorithm (RGNG) [1] , and the LVQ2 [9] technique. The adaptive learning rates and clustering repulsion techniques are adapted to avoid the problem that existing or newly inserted prototypes may be moved toward the same cluster region. The LVQ2 technique is employed to increase clustering accuracy at the border between two adjacent prototypes labeled with different classes.
The training procedure of the SGNG initializes a network with just a few prototypes, each of which has a unique class label and a random weight. The weights of the prototypes are adjusted after training data are presented. For every training epoch, a new prototype with an appropriate class label, whose edges are connected with a neighboring prototype, is created to reduce clustering errors and class impurity. Some existing edges can be removed if they are found to be redundant. The network gradually grows until the number of prototypes reaches the predefined value. A new validity index is also introduced to determine the optimal number of prototypes that yields the best setting in terms of cluster compactness, cluster separation and cluster impurity. The goal of the algorithm is similar to that of the Radial-Basis Function network, except that the latter partitions the multidimensional data space using surfaces defined by radial-basis functions.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the concept of the GNG network and variations. Section 3 presents the proposed SGNG algorithm. Section 4 introduces a new validity index used in the SGNG algorithm. Section 5 discusses the experiments designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the SGNG algorithm. The results from these experiments are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.
The GNG network and variations
One of the drawbacks of the Neural Gas network (NG) algorithm [10] is a requirement to predefine the number of related prototypes. To overcome this drawback, Fritzke [2] proposed a new GNG network algorithm. This algorithm employs a growing mechanism inherited from the Growing Cell Structure network (GCS), where network topology is incrementally modified by Competitive Hebbian Learning (CHL) schema-based rules.
A GNG network consists of a set A of neurons or prototypes and a set C of connections (edges) among pairs of prototypes, where C ⊂ A × A. Each prototype i (i ∈ A) has an associated reference vector or weightw i , where w i ∈ R d and d is the dimension of input data. A GNG network usually starts with two prototypes with their reference vectors initialized randomly, and incrementally expands itself by means of newly inserted prototypes. For each training epoch, M input vectors are randomly selected from the set X of M input vectors. At the presence of each training input vector x ∈ X, the relevant learning procedure, shown in Eq. (1), updates the reference vectors of the winner (or the nearest prototype) s1 (s1 ∈ A) and its direct topological neighbors i, ∀i ∈ N s1 . N s1 is the set of direct topological neighbors of the prototype s1 (each of the neighbors is connected by an edge with s1).
ε a and ε b are the learning rate for the winner and for its direct topological neighbor prototypes, respectively. An edge is created if it does not exist between the winner prototype s1 and the second winner (or the second nearest prototype) s2 (s2 ∈ A) of the input vector x. The edge also has an age counter variable which is reset to zero at this time. An age counter variable associated with each edge connecting the winner prototype to other prototypes is also incremented by one. When the age counter variable of an edge is greater than a threshold value α max , it implies that the edge connects two prototypes which have not been the winner or second winner of any input data. Hence, the edge is redundant and is removed.
After a certain number of training epochs λ max , a new prototype is inserted between the prototype with the maximum local accumulated error measurement and its direct topological neighbor. The growing process will stop when the number of prototypes reaches a predefined value Ψ (the maximum number of prototypes).
In recent years, many variations of the GNG algorithm have been proposed. Furao and Hasegawa [8] introduced an incremental learning GNG model to handle online non-stationary problems. Prudent and Ennaji [14] also proposed an incremental learning model based on the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) mechanism, called the Incremental GNG (IGNG), to handle semi-supervised learning. Cselényi [16] combined the adaptive receptive field function with the GNG algorithm to handle locally dense data around neuron units. Qin and Suganthan [1] proposed the RGNG algorithm for unsupervised clustering. The algorithm added several techniques to the original GNG algorithm to reduce the sensitivity of the algorithm to prototype initialization, input sequence, and outliers.
The Proposed Supervised Growing Neural Gas (SGNG) Algorithm
All the mentioned GNG algorithm variations are based on an unsupervised paradigm,according to which the class labels of input data are not taken into consideration. Prototypes may thus be simultaneously moved toward input data with different class labels, so clusters of prototypes may end up containing data instances with mixed class labels. A supervised GNG algorithm is needed in this case. The SGNG algorithm is a modification of the GNG algorithm that uses class labels of data to guide the partitioning of data into optimal clusters. The algorithm incorporates the LVQ2 technique to update the weights of prototypes and to improve cluster data homogeneity. Furthermore, a modified adaptive learning rate technique and a cluster repulsion scheme [1] are employed to avoid coincident problems where many prototypes may possibly be located within the same cluster region. The SGNG network starts with the number of neurons or prototypes equal to that of the classes of a training data set. Each of the initial prototypes is labeled with a unique class label i.e. one prototype per one class. As prototypes are gradually inserted into the network, each prototype of the SGNG network forms a cluster covering a region which has class impurity level as small as possible. The prototype insertion ends when the number of prototypes reaches a maximum value Ψ. The optimal configuration of prototypes or clusters can be determined using a new proposed validity index.
The reference vector updating rules for the SGNG algorithm
Since the reference vector updating rules of the original GNG algorithm do not take the class labels of input data into consideration, the prototypes may thus be simultaneously moved toward input data with different class labels. This will not reduce the class impurity in a cluster. To rectify this problem, we reformulate the original learning rules expressed in Eq. (1) as follows:
∀n ∈ N sn :
if n = s1 and min
w sn is the reference vector of the nearest prototype sn, which has the same class label as the current input x. The prototype sn will be called the nearest class prototype. w n is the reference vector of the prototype n, for n ∈ N sn where N sn is the set of direct topological neighbors of the prototype sn. According to the Eq. (2), the prototype sn will move toward the current input with the same class label. As a consequence, the prototype will be gradually moved toward a center of a cluster region labeled with the same class as that of the prototype. The updating of the distance (x − w sn ) appearing in the Eqs (2)- (5) is divided by x − w sn to reduce the undesirable effect that an input vector very distant from the prototype moves the reference vector of the prototype by too large a distance.
The Eqs (3)-(5) present the updating rules for the direct topological neighbors of the prototype sn. The Eqs (3)- (4) are adapted from the LVQ2 [9] technique and intend to increase clustering accuracy at the border of two prototypes with different class labels. The meaning of these equations can be explained as follows. When the condition from the "if" statement in Eq. (3) is satisfied, it implies that the winner prototype s1 becomes the direct topological neighbor of the pro- totype sn, and that the current input vector x is situated in a "window" described by the term
The fact that this condition is satisfied indicates that the winner prototype s1 has a label different from that of the current input vector x, but is situated close to x. Hence, the winner prototype vector w s1 should be pushed away from the current input vector x by the Eq. (4). If instead the condition in Eq. (3) is not satisfied, the neighbor prototype vector w n is instead updated according to Eq. (5). Figure 1 illustrates a case where the winner prototype s1 of the current input x does not belong to the cluster region of x. According to Eq. (4), the prototype s1 will be pushed away from the cluster region of the current input x, while the prototype sn will be moved toward the cluster region by Eq. (2). The parameter ϕ is the relative width of the window as discussed in [9] . Because the reference vector of the prototype sn and that of each of its direct topological neighbors (i.e. w sn and w n (∀n ∈ N sn ) respectively) move simultaneously toward the current input x, these prototypes may finally end up too close to each other. To rectify the problem, we adapted the cluster repulsion mechanism proposed in [1] as follows:
The amplitude of the foregoing repulsive force depends on the average distance between the nearest class prototype sn and its direct topological neighbors. The average distance is j∈Nsn ( w j − w sn ) |N sn |. In addition, an exponential term is employed to weaken the repulsive force when a neighboring prototype is too far away from the nearest class prototype sn. The parameter ς controls the weakening effect of the distance between the prototype vectors w sn and w n . The parameters β and |N sn | are a scaling factor for the amplitude of the repulsive force and the number of topological neighbors of the nearest class prototype, respectively.
During the training process of the GNG algorithm, newly inserted prototypes are expected to move toward a not well established cluster region while the current prototypes should gradually refine their position toward the centers of their cluster regions. However, if the current prototypes and newly inserted prototypes have the same learning rates ε a and ε b , then the current prototypes possess the same updating strength as that of newly inserted prototypes, so both can be moved toward a not well established cluster region as well. To solve this problem, Qin and Suganthan [1] introduced the adaptive learning technique, according to which each current prototype in the network has learning rate values that monotonically decrease every time each new prototype is inserted. So, the current prototypes are moved at slower rates than are newly inserted prototypes. However, by the time the learning rates of the current prototypes decrease, the current prototype reference vectors may have been adjusted by some number of training epochs, i.e. λ max . This can cause considerable adjustment and excessive oscillation of the reference vectors of the current prototypes. To address this problem, the adaptive learning technique is refined so that the learning rates of the current prototypes are gradually adjusted during every training epoch over a training course (1 Λ λ max ), and at each time a new prototype is inserted. The learning rates for each prototype in the current network are now defined as follows:
For each training epoch Λ with 1 Λ λ max , where λ max is fixed, ε k a (Λ) denotes the learning rate of the prototype k when this prototype is a nearest class prototype, and ε (Λ) are defined by similar equations using the same equations that adjust the learning rates after a new prototype is inserted (or after a certain number of training epochs λ max ) as follows:
The parameters π ai ,π af ,π bi ,π bf are the initial and final values of the variables θ
bf for the prototype k, respectively. The parameters Ψ, K and prenode k denote the predefined maximum number of prototypes, the current number of prototypes in the network, and the ranking counter of the prototype k, respectively. Thus, the learning rates for the reference vectors, previously defined by Eqs (2)-(5), are now replaced by the adaptive learning rates defined by Eqs (7)-(8).
The prototype insertion and pruning mechanism
The insertion mechanisms of the GNG algorithm variations usually insert a new prototype in a high density cluster, so the intra-distances between data in the cluster can be reduced. For the SGNG algorithm, a new insertion mechanism is needed because not only the intra-distances between data in a cluster, but also the impurity of the cluster, are to be reduced. The insertion mechanism is divided into two steps; the first step determines an appropriate class label of a newly inserted prototype, and the second step establishes the appropriate position of the newly inserted prototype.
For the first step, aggregated errors for all current prototypes are used to determine an appropriate class label for a newly inserted prototype. The aggregated error for the prototype k (∀k ∈ A) can be defined as follows:
The
Equation (13) represents the rule for incrementing e + k if the prototype k is both the winner prototype s1 and also the nearest class prototype sn for the current input x. By contrast, the Eq. (14) represents the rule for incrementing e − k if the prototype k is the nearest class prototype sn, but not the winner prototype s1 for the current input x.
If the prototype t possesses the highest aggregated error ξ t , i.e. t = arg max ∀k∈A (ξ k ), then either or both of the following two conditions may be true. The first condition is that ξ + t is considerably large. This condition indicates that the size of the cluster associated with the prototype t is somewhat large when compared with the other clusters. The second condition is that ξ − t is considerably large, which indicates that the prototype t may be far away from some inputs which share the same label as that of t. This may be due to the scarcity of prototypes with the same class label as t. When either or both conditions are true, it is logical to insert a new prototype with the same label as t.
To locate the position of a newly inserted prototype in the second step, we introduce accumulated errors per class for each k ∈ A. Let L be a set of class labels in the training data set, and let P k (l) be the per class accumulated error for prototype k with respect to the class label l, where k ∈ A and l ∈ L. Equation (15) gives the rule for updating the per class accumulated error of the winner prototype s1 with respect to the class label for the current input x: (1 − γ) , if the class label of prototypes1is the same as that of the inputx,
where l x is the class label of the current input x, and P s1 (l x ) denotes the per class accumulated error with respect to the class label l x of the winner prototype s1 for the current input x. Assume that the prototype f possesses the highest per class accumulator P f (u) with respect to the class u ∈ L chosen by the first step. Hence, the position of the newly inserted prototype r, labeled with the class u, should be located near the prototype f so that the per class accumulated error of the prototype f , with respect to the class u,can be reduced. The newly inserted prototype r is then placed between the prototype f and its direct topological neighbor q with the largest per class accumulated error P q (u). The reference vector w r of the newly inserted prototype r is calculated by an interpolation (w f + w q )/2. However, in the case that the prototype f has no direct topological neighbor q, the position of the newly inserted prototype r is equal to that of the prototype f , i.e. w r = w f .
Since the purity factor γ (0 < γ 1) is used to balance both aggregated errors and per class accumulated errors, it plays an important role in indicating the impurity level of a cluster in the insertion process of a new prototype. For example, Fig. 2 shows four natural clusters, i.e. the clusters A-1, A-4, B-2, and C-3. Suppose that during the training process of the SGNG algorithm, p1,p2,p3 become the prototypes for the clusters A-1, B-2, C-3 respectively. The three prototypes are correctly labeled with the classes A, B and C respectively. A new prototype needs to be inserted for the cluster A-4. Suppose that the value of γ is chosen to be high (i.e. close to 1). The high value of γ makes ξ pi closer to ξ . Hence, ξ p1 must be larger than ξ p2 and ξ p3 . Thus, a new prototype will be labeled with the same class as that of p1. Furthermore, because of Eq. (15), the high value of γ also decreases the updating weight of P p1 (A) while increasing the updating weights of P p2 (A) and P p3 (A). Since C-3 is the closest cluster to A-4, it should possess the highest per class accumulated error with respect to the class label A. Therefore, the new prototype will be inserted between the prototype p3 and its neighbor, possibly p2. . Hence, ξ p2 is greater than ξ p1 and ξ p3 . The new prototype will be labeled with the same class as that of B-2. In addition, the new prototype must be inserted between the prototype p2 and its neighbor, because the per class accumulated error with respect to the class label B of p2 should be the highest among the three clusters. From the above scenario, it can be concluded that when the purity factor γ has a high value (i.e. close to 1), which signifies the importance of an aggregated error ξ − k (∀k ∈ A) and a per-class accumulated error, the impurity levels of clusters are reduced as new prototypes are inserted. On the other hand, when the purity factor has a low value, the impurity levels of clusters are not reduced as new prototypes are inserted. If we want newly inserted prototypes to reduce impurity levels in clusters, then a high value of γ may be needed.
The pruning mechanism of the SGNG algorithm will not be affected by the class labels of involved prototypes; therefore, the mechanism remains the same as that of the original GNG algorithm.
The proposed validity index
To evaluate the results of a clustering algorithm for a given data set, a clustering validation needs to be established. Several clustering validity indices have been proposed to validate the results. Most of the indices incorporate cluster geometry measurements, such as intra-distances between data members within a cluster (compactness) and inter-distances between clusters (cluster-separation), as a factor to determine the optimal clusters (see for examples [3, 5] ). For supervised clustering algorithms, the data impurity levels of clusters are also used as another factor to determine the clustering validity indices. For example, Zhan [15] used two criteria, i.e. misclassification and cluster geometry measurements, to determine a clustering validity index. However, the index, which is not flexible, requires a balance of the two criteria. Zeidat [7] also introduced a validity method in the form of a fitness function that considers cluster impurity and the number of clusters but does not consider cluster geometry criteria. In this paper, a new clustering validity index is proposed, which considers the two criteria: cluster geometry and data impurity. The clustering validity index is defined as follows:
where E K , I K and D K represent compactness measurement, impurity measurement and cluster separa- tion measurement, respectively. The parameter K is the current number of prototypes in an SGNG network. The three measurements are defined as follows:
For a given data set, M is the total number of data; x j is a member; wp(x j ) is the weight of the winner prototype of x j ; wn(x j ) is the second nearest prototype of x j ; y j is a member which has a different label from its winner prototype label, and so is treated as an impure data item inside the cluster of the winner prototype; m is the total number of impure data in the whole data set; wc(y j ) is the weight of the nearest prototype which has the same label as y j . By Eq. (17), E K is the sum of intra cluster distances between any data and its winner prototype. By Eq. (18), I K is the sum of distances between any impure data and their nearest class prototype (both have the same class label). It can be seen that I K increases as the number of impure data increases and/or impure data are far away from its nearest class prototypes. Hence, I K can measure aggregated impurity levels for all clusters. By Eq. (19), D K is a measurement of cluster separation since it is the sum of distances between any data and their second nearest prototype. It can be seen that D K increases as a cluster and its nearest cluster become far apart. Therefore, D K measures an aggregated inter-cluster distance. To achieve the optimal clustering, the new clustering validity index must be minimal.
Experimental results
Two experiments were conducted to study the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The first experiment used two datasets of 2-dimensional synthetic data to study behaviors of the algorithm. The second experiment used four benchmark datasets from UCI Repository [11] to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. The proposed SGNG algorithm requires four additional parameters: the weakening effect parameter ς, the scaling factor β, the window size ϕ, and the purity factor γ. In our preliminary experiments, the parameters ς and β are insensitive to clustering. We chose β = 2.0 and ς = 0.1, since they gave the best results in [1] . The window size (ϕ) must not be too small since it will give poor impurity levels of clusters. In general, a window size 0.1 ϕ 0.3 will give the best clustering results; therefore, for our following experiments, the window size ϕ = 0.1 was used. As mentioned in Section 3, the purity factor γ should have a value close to 1, so γ = 0.9 was used. Some other learning parameters used for our experiments are as follows: π ai = 0.0015, π af = 0.000005, π bi = 0.000015, π bf = 0.0000015, α max = 50, λ max = 30.
The experiment on synthetic data
In this experiment, Test-1 [1] and Test-2 were chosen as datasets to study the potential of the SGNG algorithm with respect to growing ability, ability to cluster adjacent regions of different classes, and ability to determine the optimal number of prototypes. The two datasets were also intended to study the effectiveness of the proposed validity index. The algorithm performances were measured in terms of the proportion of data impurities and the Mean Square Error (MSE), that were averaged over 10 runs. The proportion of data impurities is just the ratio of the total number of minority class data instances in any clusters and the total number of data in the dataset. The MSE value is the mean of the distances between the actual cluster centers and their nearest class prototypes derived from the algorithm.
Test-1 [1]
The dataset has 25 well-separated natural clusters with 2 class-labels (·, +). Each cluster contains 50 data points for a total of 1250 data points. The SGNG network starts with two prototypes labeled with different classes, as shown in Fig. 4 , and gradually grows until it has the number of prototypes equal to the maximum number Ψ = 33. From Fig. 4(a)-(b) , it can be seen that at early stages of training; the prototypes do not move toward specific regions of natural clusters. This may be due to the fact that the number of prototypes is still far less than the number of natural clusters. At a later stage when the number of prototypes becomes close to the number of natural clusters, most prototypes are now located near centers of natural clusters (Fig. 4(c-d) ). After the number of prototypes surpasses the number of natural clusters, the newly inserted prototypes are located within the found regions of clusters (Fig. 4(f) ). Figure 5 shows the plots of the validity index values against the number of prototypes and the proportions of data impurities against the number of prototypes. From these plots, the optimal number of prototypes is found to be equal to that of natural clusters, which is 25.
Test-2
The dataset contains 12 natural clusters of six classlabels (A1-A6) for a total of 1000 data points. Figure 6 illustrates growing stages of the SGNG network. The network starts with 6 prototypes and gradually grows until the number of prototypes reaches Ψ = 19 prototypes. It can be seen from the figure that some natural cluster regions are overlapping and/or very close to others. From Fig. 7(a) , the optimal number of prototypes as indicated by the proposed clustering validity index is 12, which is exactly the number of natural clusters of the dataset.
The clustering results, shown in Table 1 , confirm the proposed SGNG algorithm has the ability to find correct positions and class labels of prototypes. In addition, the algorithm can identify the correct, optimal number of clusters using the proposed clustering validity index. Table 2 shows the list of four benchmark datasets [11] used in the second experiment. All attributes of each item in these four datasets have no missing data and take continuous values. The four datasets are usually used as the benchmarks for classification tasks of many well-known algorithms. To actually evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithm, the results of the proposed algorithm were compared with those of three supervised clustering algorithms, namely SCEC, SRIDHCR, and SPAM. The comparisons were made based on three measurements: the purity measurement (which is the ratio of the number of major class objects inside a cluster to the total number of objects in that cluster [7] ), actual running times, and the number of clusters. Each dataset was tested for 10 runs on the SGNG algorithm and the best results of the 10 runs were compared with those of the other three algorithms reported in [7] . The proposed algorithm and the three algorithms were run on computers with comparable performances. The growing of each SGNG network proceeds until either the number of prototypes reaches a predefined value Ψ = 140, or until there is no improvement in the purity measurement. Table 3 presents experimental results for each of the benchmark datasets. In the case of the Vehicle and Diabetes datasets, the SGNG algorithm outperforms the SCEC algorithm in terms of smaller numbers of prototypes and better purity measurement. Furthermore, the SGNG algorithm also gives better purity measurement than do the SRIDHCR and SPAM algorithms when the number of prototypes of the SGNG algorithm is the same as that of the two algorithms. In the case of the Iris dataset, the SGNG algorithm performs as well as the three other algorithms since clusters in this dataset are quite well separated and contain almost homogeneous data. In the case of the Segment dataset, the SGNG algorithm outperforms SPAM, but not SRID-HCR and SCEC, on purity measurement. This may be due to the fact that the SGNG algorithm converges to a local optimal solution. On running time comparisons, the SGNG algorithm has a lower running time than the SCEC algorithm but a higher running time than the SRIDCHR and SPAM algorithms for most of the datasets. In conclusion, the SGNG algorithm performs better than the other three algorithms on purity measurement, but uses less running time than the SCEC algorithm which has the highest purity measurement among the three algorithms used in comparison with the SGNG algorithm.
The Experiment on Benchmark datasets

Conclusions
This paper presents a novel supervised clustering algorithm, which incorporates and modifies several techniques used in unsupervised GNG network algorithms for partitioning a dataset into optimal clusters based on data similarities and class labels of data. A new clustering validity index is also proposed to identify the optimal clusters that yield minimum data impurities in the clusters as well as the minimum number of the clusters. The experimental results on synthet-ic datasets and the datasets from UCI Repository [11] confirm the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in supervised clustering. The proposed algorithm is able to determine optimal or almost optimal clusters but it takes less running time than the best algorithm used for comparison.
